
Characters D6 / Ushar (Knight of Ren)

Name: Ushar

Died: 35 ABY, Exegol

Species: Humanoid

Gender: Male

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D+1

        Brawling Parry: 6D+1

        Dodge: 7D

        Grenades: 5D+2

        Melee Combat: 7D+1

        Melee Parry: 7D+2

        Throwing Weapons: 5D+1

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Search: 3D

        Sneak: 3D

        Persuasion 2D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+1

        Intimidation: 7D

        Languages: 3D+2

        Scholar (Knights of Ren): 4D

        Survival: 4D

STRENGTH: 3D+2

        Brawling: 7D+1

        Climbing/Jumping: 5D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Repulsorlift Operations: 4D+1

        Space Transports: 4D

        Starship Gunnery: 5D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Demolitions: 5D+1

        Repulsorlift Transports Repair: 3D

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Control: 2D+1

Sense: 2D

Alter: 2D



                Ushar was Force-sensitive and an adept with the dark side of the Force but he was untrained

which made his powers stunted. 

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 

                War Club with Kinetite charged end with Concussion Vector Vanes (6D damage)

                Vibromachete (Str+2D damage)

                Shaped Baradium Charges (Damage 7D/6D/4D/2D, Blast Radius: 0/1/3/5)

                Iron Weave Vambraces (Str+2D Damage, +2D vs Physical damage)

                Helmet with Breathing Tubes and Anti-ox Filters

FORCE SENSITIVE - Y

FORCE POINTS 4

DARK SIDE POINTS 9

CHARACTER POINTS 13

Description: Ushar was a male humanoid Force-sensitive who served as a member of the Knights of

Ren, under the command of an individual known as Ren.

Powers and Abilities

Ushar was Force-sensitive and an adept with the dark side of the Force but he was untrained which

made his powers stunted. Ushar was the most likely of the Knights to force prisoners to beg for mercy.

He enjoyed testing the mettle of his victims. Ushar believed that ones who whimpered deserved a slow

punishment while those who fought back were lauded and earned his personal respect as well as a quick

death.

Despite his great skill as a Knight of Ren, Ushar was quickly killed by his redeemed former Master, Ben

Solo during the Battle of Exegol.

Equipment

Ushar's weapon of choice was a war club with a blunt heavy end. On the end of his war club was a

kinetite charged end with concussion vector vanes that would release a widely dispersed concussive

blast when a target was hit. Ushar has a vibromachete in an inverted sheath on his torso. Ushar also

made use of shaped baradium charges that make devastating area effect weapons.

Like the rest of the Knights of Ren, Ushar wore all black clothing. He wore iron weave vambraces that

allowed him to perform a crushing backhand. Ushar wore a helmet with breathing tubes and anti-ox filters

which could suggest the helmet's non-human origins. His helmet is partially crumpled from an attack by a

particularly feisty prisoner. Ushar respected the prisoner for their attack and honored the prisoner by

killing them quickly. 
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